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    "Carlos Porter's lengthy Made in Russia: The Holocaust... [is] a compilation of the dozens of 
allegedly incredible or implausible 

    Holocaust claims advanced by the Allies - particularly the Soviets - at the International 
Military Tribunal... [the book] contains 

 photocopies and photographs of hundreds of pages of the trial transcripts and documents 
accepted as exhibits, allowing the reader to see for himself just how irrational some of the 

claims were." 
                     Joel S.A. Hayward, THE FATE OF THE JEWS IN GERMAN HANDS, p.197 

OTHER COMMENTS: 
"Porter is humorous, sarcastic and bitter..." "The site is cleverly constructed..." 

NOTE: The Nuremberg Trial transcript is on-line at the Yale University Avalon Project, but 
arranged by "days" (up to 50 pages per day); it does not retain the original pagination. The 
trial volumes in book form ("Trial of the Major War Criminals", 42 volumes IMT, 15 volumes 

NMT, 8 volumes "Nazi Conspiracy and Agression") are available from www.wshein.com, 

http://www.cwporter.com/book.htm
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reprinted, on acid-free paper, complete, hardcover. Please note that the NMT are extracts only, 
and that "Nazi Conspiracy and Agression" is more or less worthless. For the complete NMT 

trials, one should contact the National Archives and purchase the microfilm: National 
Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Rd., Room 2400, College Park, MD 20740-

6001 USA, tel.: 001-301-713-7250, fax: 001-301-713-7482. The Nuremberg Trial Commission 
transcript (which has otherwise disappeared) is contained in ten bound volumes at the Dodd 

Collection, University of Connecticut. 
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Look up the home page of a search engine and look for "Submit Site". 

 Then, instead of entering the name of the site, "WEBSITE OF CARLOS WHITLOCK PORTER", 
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For example: BASH PEOPLE'S BRAINS IN A WITH PEDAL-DRIVEN BRAIN-BASHING MACHINE 
as the "name of the site", and the extension www.cwporter.com/pg15.htm as the address of the 

"site". (This one is already there, and is very popular: just search for "bash people's brains in" on 
www.google.com). 

This very often works. This is how the Nizkoprophagists cram the search engines with all their 
mendacious junk, repeated fifty times over, sometimes with only very minor variations in the name of 
the files (YALE EDEIKEN ON CARLOS PORTER, THE FORENSIC SINS OF CARLOS PORTER, 

etc. etc. blah blah blah for ten pages) while your website (or mine) only appears once or twice.  

In this case, to reply, enter the following: where it says, SUBMIT SITE, you enter: WAR CRIMES 
TRIALS (WITH ANSWER TO YALE EDEIKEN). Where it says, ADDRESS OF SITE, enter: 

www.cwporter.com/wctrial.htm (NOT html: some are htm, while others are html -- be careful). 

The search engines often think that every article is a different "website". This junk has to be 
resubmitted about every three months. Use your imagination and post your favorites. 

 CARLOS W. PORTER 

JAN 25, 2002 
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Adolf Hitler said that people will doubt the truth of a small lie, but never a big one. He went on to say that the 
first and foremost practitioners of this technique have always been the Jews. Of course, this part of the 
quotation is forgotten -- deliberately amputated (but always with plenty of anaesthesia). 

Proof of the truth of this contention, including the last four words, is that the so-called Holocaust itself is not 
only the biggest "Big Lie" in history, but probably the stupidest as well. One might just as well say that people 
will doubt the truth of an intelligent lie, but never a stupid one -- and the stupider the better. 

For example: if you tell your wife that you're working late at the office instead of drinking with your friends (or 
worse), she'll know it's a lie. 
But if you tell her that Adolf Eichmann witnessed "blood spurting in little geysers from a mass grave" 
[Christopher Browning, FATEFUL MONTHS, Essays on the Emergence of the Final Solution, Holmes & 
Meyer, NY, 1985, p. 24], she'll probably believe it. 
What's more, if you tell her it's all a load of crap and that geysers are caused by volcanic heat turning water to 
steam in rock: what could cause a geyser of blood in a mass grave? -- she'll probably get indignant. "Cruel 
monster! Heartless beast! " 

The Holocaust is a universe of lies. It used to be thought that the Big-Lie of the Holocaust lie-universe was 
only SIX MILLION lie-years across. But with improved research technology, scientists now believe it to be 
infinitely larger, with Six Million hitherto unknown Holocaust lie-galaxies being discovered on an almost daily 
basis. 

Among the scientific research tools providing scientists with an ever-expanding knowledge of the infinite 
breadth and variety of the Holocaust lie-universe -- with its Black Holes stuffed full of forgotten Holocaust Big-
Lie sub-universes -- is the Internet. 

The essential purpose of this site is to reproduce Nuremberg Trial documents in the form of graphics, exactly 
as they appear in the typeset pages of the Nuremberg Trial transcript or in the photocopies available only 
from the archives.. 

Most of these documents have never appeared in book form. 
In every case, the entire page has been scanned. 
We do not retype them. 
We do not reproduce single sentences taken out of context. 
We want you to see exactly what they look like. 
We do not want you to take our word for it. 
We do not want you to take our word for anything, we want you to confirm it for yourself. 
It is our desire that the site should be of documentary interest, even to persons who do not share our point or 
view, or even persons who take no interest in the subject. 
We want this site to be of serious documentary research value. Many of these documents are only available to 
persons with access to large law research libraries, and even then, often with very great difficulty. 



It should be pointed out that "Nuremberg Document VII 377" means, in reality, volume VII of the Nuremberg 
trial transcript (commonly known as the International Military Tribunal, or IMT), page 377. 
Another -- more correct -- way of abbreviating this is IMT VII 377. 
If you write to the archives and say, "Send me a copy of Nuremberg trial transcript, vol. VII, p. 377", they won't 
know what you mean. So, if you want to check it out, ask for "Trial of the Major War Criminals, International 
Military Tribunal, United States Government Printing Office, 1947, volume VII, page 377". 
They will send you a copy of the pedal-driven brain-bashing machine document in all its glory. If you want the 
original, in Russian, ask for USSR-52. We'll reproduce that one, too, and save you the trouble. 

"MADE IN RUSSIA THE HOLOCAUST"
IS A COLLECTION OF

"EYE-WITNESS" AND "SURVIVOR" FAIRY TALES
FOISTED ON A GULLIBLE WORLD 

BY 
B.S. HOLOKOSTOVITCH & CO.

Note: If you have any comments on this site, or if you find any errors, please let us know by e-mail. Do not 
threaten us, please - that is illegal. 

MADE IN RUSSIA - THE HOLOCO$T

Return to CONTENTS PAGE 
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I am a professional translator of German, French, Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese into English. I have 
translated thousands of commercial, legal, financial, and technical documents for over 100 commercial 
clients in several different European countries. 

My revisionist translations include the Walter Lüftl Report and the short version of the Germar Rudolf 
Report (the complete report has never been translated). I am a Member of the Institute of Linguists, 
London. I am American by birth, but presently stateless by virtue of formal renunciation of citizenship 
on 8 November 1984. 

I am also a Hoaxoco$t revisionist. (In the 1984 Pavlovian double-talk of the Jews, I am a "Hoaxoco$t 
Denier".) 

We call it the "Hoaxoco$t" because it is a hoax, and it costs plenty. In addition to the jillions of dollars 
already paid out, directly or indirectly, in cash, goods, and services to Hoaxoco$t "survivors" and the 
racketeer state of Israel since 1945, with new, improved "Hoaxoco$t survivor" rip-offs, shake-downs, 
protection rackets, extortion rackets, blackmail schemes, and related swindles being invented and refined 
almost every week, one would need a computer to calculate the number of unprovoked "air strikes", 
invasions, bombings, burnings, sinkings, shellings, confiscations, expulsions, tortures, book-burnings, 
beatings, arrests and detentions, both with and without trial, all caused by the insane delusion that we are 
fighting "Hitler" every five seconds, in the need to prevent yet another "Hoaxoco$t"(for the umpteenth 
time). 

Hitler's crimes are unique (or so we are told), but there is a "Hitler" under every bed. Even Galtieri of 
Argentina ("las Malvinas son nuestras") was compared to Hitler -- not to mention Saddam Hussein, 
Noriega of Panama, and the democratically-elected (3 times) President of Serbia, a parliamentary state 
with several opposition parties. But I digress. 

I became a "Hoaxoco$t denier" between 1976 and 1978, when I noticed that the chemical reactions 
described in Hoaxoco$t literature are all incorrect, and all contradict each other. 

Gas chamber executions occur under the Judicial proceedings in California. For example, the technology 
of gas chamber executions was described fairly accurately by rapist Caryll Chessman in his best-selling 
book CELL 2455, DEATH ROW, which I read as a small boy. When Chessman was executed, it must 
have been one of the biggest news stories in California since Pearl Harbor. This technology is described 
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again every time there is an execution. Many years later, reading the "confession" of Josef Kramer ("He 
gave me a bottle containing about half a pint of salts. I think they were salts of cyanide... I introduced a 
certain quantity of salt through a tube... they breathed for about half a minute before they fell to the 
floor"), my immediate reaction was "where is the acid?". 

One might also ask how they plugged the hole, etc. etc. But again I digress. 

The mere fact that it requires one to one-and-one-half hours to cremate a corpse, even in the most 
modern crematory oven, should be enough, in itself, to bring down the whole Hoaxoco$t house of cards. 
Indeed, one of my worst errors as a revisionist was to over-estimate the capacity of crematory ovens; 
ovens I thought capable of 16 cremations a day (as compared to hundreds or even thousands per day, 
according to the Jews) were, in reality, capable of merely 3 or 4. 

My 1978 essay on the subject, THE CHEMISTRY OF THE HOAXOCO$T, has very little value today 
compared to hundreds of other papers by many other people, particularly, Fred Leuchter, Germar 
Rudolf, Friedrich Berg, and Walter Lüftl, and in some respects is rather poor; but it shows how I became 
a "Hoaxoco$t Denier". I did not do so frivolously. 

The essay contains at least one error. Zyklon was not "weak", but the evaporation rate was extremely 
slow. It was slowed deliberately to make it less dangerous to human beings. 

The reaction to this particular paper, which was widely reproduced, was dramatic (death threats, 
hysterical phone calls, etc.). One group was so kind as to give me a "trial" in my absence. They had a 
whole list of crimes I had committed -- being "scum" was one of them -- after which I was duly found 
"guilty" and "sentenced to death", with "sentence to be carried out by a team of our specialists within 
one year" (20 years ago). 

In 1978, I thought the Holocaust was a lie, but I still thought it was an intelligent lie; I was wrong. 

In 1988, after 10 years of research, I published MADE IN RUSSIA, THE HOLOCAUST, a collection of 
400 pages photocopied from the Nuremberg Trial transcript and related archives, "proving" a whole 
load of lies that nobody believes any more. 
(i.e steam chambers, vacuum chambers, trapdoor chambers, quicklime chambers, electrical chambers, 
human soap, trees as murder weapons, human hair socks, human hair mattresses, plus an exclusive line 
of leather goods made out of human skin which no one has ever seen)., etc. etc. etc. 

To my amazement, there was almost no reaction to this book, then or later. Almost the only reaction at 
all came from an otherwise intelligent person who said, "Your book is absolutely amazing. Did the 
Germans really have pedal-driven brain-bashing machines to make human soap?" When I attempted to 
explain that the book was nothing more than a collection of obvious lies, he couldn't quite understand. 
People are stupider than I thought they were. 

I would have thought that my sarcasm was unmistakable, but no, people took it all absolutely seriously. 
My printer and bookseller told me my irony just went over people's heads. The book has never sold out, 
and has never needed reprinting. 



Many other people understood the intent of the book, but kept silent, for reasons best known to 
themselves. My own theory is that MADE IN RUSSIA is so amazing that people don't know what to 
think, so they don't say anything. Perhaps I am right, perhaps wrong. 

In 1988, Ernst Zündel and video cameraman Jürgen Neumann, produced a 90-minute video in which I 
commented upon a number of more or less worthless Nuremberg Trial "documents", most of which did 
not duplicate material from the book. 

An interview with myself by Ernst Zündel, produced in 1988, was not released until the early 1990s; I 
believe it is video number 7, sandwiched in between David Irving and Rudolf Hess. (A greater 
compliment, unless it is an accident, can hardly be imagined). 
(Videos and book available from: IHR, PO BOX 2739 Newport Beach Calif 92659 USA ihr@ihr.org 

In the same year, 1988, I published NOT GUILTY AT NUREMBERG, which originated as a series of 
corrections to NUREMBERG AND OTHER WAR CRIMES TRIALS by Richard Harwood (David 
McCalden), following essentially the same format. This book, with approximately 1000 references, was 
more successful. 

In 1992, I did a series of articles on Japanese war crimes for purposes of comparison, entitled JAPS ATE 
MY GALL BLADDER, and undertook to translate NOT GUILTY AT NUREMBERG into a variety of 
foreign languages, with corrections and re-translations supplied by a wide variety of people (available 
from HRP Press, PO BOX 62, Uckfield E. Sussex TN22 1ZY, England, E-mail: hrp@larc.demon.co.uk). 

More recently, I co-authored a number of derivative books with Vincent Reynouard, in French, based 
essentially on the same material, but using the French version of the Nuremberg transcript as a basis. 
The first of these was called DELIRE A NUREMBERG, and is said to be selling quite well (available 
from B.P. 256, B-1050 BRUSSELS-5, BELGIUM.) 

On April Fool's Day 1998, after 17 months of proceedings before 4 courts and a total of 7 judges, 
beginning with my appearance before an examining magistrate in Verviers, Belgium on 4 November 1996 
in answer to "international letters rogatory" (a procedure normally used in the pursuit of international 
car theft rings, etc.), I was convicted of "incitement to racial hatred" in Munich Germany, and fined an 
odd sum of money (probably the most they thought they could collect in view of the fact that I am self-
employed and have 4 children) ending in 20 pfennigs. The Germans are very exact. 

For 17 months, the German courts ignored everything I introduced in reply to the avalanche of 
subpoenas, summonses, certified letters, certified translations, demands for payment, etc.. Jokes, insults, 
sarcasm, refusals to appear, demands for the production of evidence, irrefutable legal arguments, 
refusals to pay, etc. were all ignored -- like a computer continually displaying the same error message. 

Intrigued by the date of my final conviction, and in an effort to determine whether or not the Germans 
are really as stupid as they would very often seem to appear, I sent the Munich State Prosecutor's Office 
a 10 pfennig-piece Scotch-taped to my Final Statement to the Court (in which, for the third or fourth 
time, I refused to pay anything -- there are 11 files of these proceedings on this site), asking them to 
deduct 10 pfennigs from the amount owing, and send me a receipt for it. They did. I haven't heard from 
them since. They spent a fortune prosecuting me, including mountains of certified translation work, 
German into French, French into German, German into English, English into German, wasting 17 
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months of their time, then they sent me a receipt for 10 pfennigs. 

On 23 September 1998, the Belgian social security system took me to court and bankrupted me, making it 
impossible for me to work; two lawyers advised me to disappear. I am now separated from my family for 
the first time in 26 years. On the bright side, this renders me conveniently judgement-proof for further 
proceedings; all they can do is imprison me. I sometimes wonder how many years they have sentenced me 
to in absentia without telling me about it. 

On October 22, 1998, LE MATIN, a daily newspaper published in Liege, Belgium, printed six large 
articles about me and my "trial" (top of front page, all of page 2, large article top of page 3), calling for 
my imprisonment and hinting subtly that I deserve to be killed. Vincent Reynouard and I replied to this 
in a 25 page brochure entitled CARLOS PORTER REPOND A SES ACCUSATEURS 
(available from B.P. 256, B-1050 BRUSSELS-5, BELGIUM.) 

Although the Germans have no authority with which to arrest me at present, I am under no illusion that 
they will fail to "get me" sooner or later. 

For those who fail to see a pattern in recent events, I shall make it as clear as I can: The Pedro Varela 
case in Spain shows that you can be accused of "genocide" even if all you have ever done is dispute the 
authenticity of the Diary of Ann Frank. Varela was (and, by some miracle, still is) a book-seller 
specializing in revisionist and National Socialist literature. 

The Pinochet Case in London shows that if you are accused of "genocide" you can be arrested and 
extradited anywhere in the world. 

The unprovoked NATO war of aggression against the sovereign state of Serbia shows that if you are 
accused of "genocide", you will be accused of every possible atrocity and bombed into the Stone Age 
without a declaration of war. 

This creates the precedent, and the authority (although it is totally illegal) to arrest revisionists and 
nationalists, anywhere in the world, at any time. This is the 1984 international totalitarian terror state of 
the future, predicted by Aldous Huxley in his 1950s essay BRAVE NEW WORLD REVISITED. 

For example: if the Spanish Constitutional Court (just as an example) upholds Varela's appeal on the 
grounds that the law under which he was convicted of "genocide" is unconstitutional, the Government of 
Spain will be guilty of "aiding and abetting in genocide", and Spain can be bombed. Any nation-state 
which attempts to assert its sovereignty or independence in any manner whatsoever, can now be bombed. 

Whatever is happening in Serbia (ex-Yugoslavia) is the collapse of a multicultural, multiracial state. 
Europe is the ex-Yugoslavia of tomorrow. The message is very clear: resistance to the dictates of the 
multiracial dictatorship of tomorrow (excuse me: of today) will be met by "death from above". 

The inevitable result of all of this can only be the following: 
a) a huge increase in international terrorism (for example, blowing up embassies and killing tourists); 
b) a huge increase in the international arms race (since every two-bit country in the world -- Haiti, 
Panama, Somalia, etc. etc. -- will require nuclear weapons and nuclear missile delivery systems to prevent 



arbitrary attack by the United States -- which really means: by Israel -- at any moment.; 
c) a frantic search for cheap new weapons which can be employed by weaker countries (which probably 
means: biological weapons); and 
d) a huge upsurge in regional nationalism, at least in the Balkans, since every ethnic, national, and 
religious group in the region has some claim against some other (and there are hundreds), every one of 
which has been encouraged by NATO's ignorant, destructive, and hypocritical support of Albanian 
claims to Kosovo. 

For example, Greece has a centuries-old claim to half of Albania. If the Albanians have a right to part of 
Serbia (and Kosovo is part of Serbia, whether anybody likes it or not), then why don't the Greeks have a 
right to part of Albania? And so on, ad infinitum. 

What is doubly ironic is that the crimes of which Serbia stands accused are the same crimes in which 
Israel has always specialized: Israel is a torture state, the "ethnic cleanser" par excellence. 

Let us hope that the above-mentioned upsurge in nationalism spreads generally, accompanied and 
strengthened by the knowledge that the Hoaxoco$t is a lie, all lies, and nothing but lies. 

Carlos W Porter 

May 15, 1999. 
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Book Reviews 
Made in Russia: The Holocaust 
by Carlos W. Porter. Uckfield, Sussex, England: Historical Review Press, 1988, Pb., 415 pages, $10.00, ISBN 0-
939484-30-7. 
Reviewed by Theodore J. O'Keefe 

A stumbling block for Revisionists, just as it was for the postwar German defendants, is the seeming wealth of 
documents and testimony assembled by Allied prosecutors for the Nuremberg trials. The more than sixty 
volumes of trial material which appeared in the wake of the "Trial of the Major War Criminals" and twelve 
subsequent trials before the (American) Nuremberg Military Tribunal have for many years supplied a massive 
compilation of apparently damning evidence against Germany's National Socialist regime. Most 
Exterminationists, academic and lay, believe that Germany's "aggression" in beginning the war, and the 
numerous atrocities and war crimes laid to the German account, above all the alleged Holocaust of European 
Jewry, are amply documented in the so-called "Nuremberg record." 

A critique of the Nuremberg trials, from a number of different angles, has been a staple of Revisionist writing 
since the trials. Revisionist authors who chose not to contest directly the Holocaust charges (e.g. F.J.P. Veale) 
attacked the trials for their various failings in equity, jurisdiction, etc. Holocaust Revisionists, such as Arthur 
Butz and Robert Faurisson, have focussed on specific abuses involved in producing testimony and evidence in 
support of the Holocaust, from physical and psychological pressure exerted to obtain confessions and affidavits 
to the authenticity of certain of the documents transcribed and reproduced in the various Nuremberg volumes. 

To date no Revisionist, Holocaust or otherwise, has mounted an assault on the Nuremberg "evidence" equal in 
intensity to that undertaken by Carlos W. Porter in Made in Russia: The Holocaust. Porter's technique is to 
confront the documents directly, by reproducing page after page from the 42-volume Trial of the Maior War 
Criminals (the Blue Series). 

Porter's tactic is audacious and provocative: he gives Allied prosecutors and their witnesses the floor and lets 
them strut their stuff for a good seventy-seven pages before deigning to answer their charges at any length. The 
catch is that most of the charges are so bizarre that Exterminationists have long since quietly let them lapse. 
Porter will have none of this, however: a stern Ghost of Holohoaxery Past, he puts the Nuremberg trials on trial 
by forcing the reader to confront the sort of tripe with which American, Soviet, British, and American 
prosecutors burdened the Germans and their leaders. 

How many people know that at Nuremberg the Germans were accused of, along with killing about six million 
Jews: 

- vaporizing 20,000 Jews near Auschwitz with atomic energy"; 
- killing 840,000 Russian POW's at Sachsenhausen concentration camp (in one month, with special pedal-driven 
brain-bashing machines, no less), then disposing of them in mobile [sic] crematoria; 
- torturing and killing Jewish prisoners to the tempo of a specially composed "Tango of Death" in Lvov; 
- steaming Jews to death like lobsters at Treblinka; 
- electrocuting them en masse at Belzec; 
- making not only lampshades and soap but also handbags, driving gloves, book bindings, saddles, riding 
breeches, gloves, house slippers, etc. from the remains of their victims; 
- killing prisoners and concentration camp inmates for everything from having armpit hair to soiled 
underclothing? 



Each of these grotesque claims is on display in Made in Russia, reproduced just as it appears in the Nuremberg 
volumes, and handily underlined and referenced for the convenience of researcher and skeptic alike. 

After a sobering (or hilarious, depending on your point of view) survey of Nuremberg atrocity "evidence," 
Porter reminds readers that at Nuremberg the Soviets introduced reams of so-called evidence purporting to 
demonstrate that it was the Germans, not Stalin's henchmen in the secret police, who murdered over 4,000 
Polish prisoners at Katyn, near Smolensk. As the author points out, an official Soviet stamp sufficed to make 
false affidavits, phony confessions, faked forensic reports and the like "evidence" admissible at Nuremberg 
under Articles 19 and 21 of the London Agreement of August 8, 1945, in which the Allied lawyers devised the 
rules which would bind judges and defense attorneys at the forthcoming "trial." 

Americans, Britons, and Frenchmen currently gloating over Soviet discomfiture at the recent insistence of the 
Polish regime on finally laying the blame for Katyn where it belongs should recall that the Western Allies said 
not a public word at Nuremberg to challenge the Soviet "evidence" on Katyn (the judges quietly glossed over 
the Red charges by omitting them from their verdict). 

It is the special service of Made in Russia: The Holocaust to remind readers that the same Soviet stamp which 
converted the fake Katyn reports into admissible evidence at Nuremberg also provided proof of the 
extermination of millions of Jews at Auschwitz, Majdanek, Treblinka, and elsewhere. As Porter emphasizes, 
physical and forensic evidence for the Holocaust was never introduced, nor is there any reason whatsoever to 
imagine it ever existed. All we have is a handful of "testimonies," and "confessions," and the reports of a 
number of Soviet or Soviet-controlled "investigative" commissions. If there was a Soviet Fred Leuchter, we 
have yet to hear from him (and probably never will). The same Red prosecutors who framed the victims of 
Stalin's purges at the Moscow show trials, and sent millions of innocents to their deaths in our gallant Soviet 
ally's Gulag archipelago, are the chief source for the vaunted Nuremberg evidence of the "Holocaust." 

Porter provides numerous examples of prosecution tactics, usually allowed by the judges, which would make 
hanging judge Roy Bean, or even Neal Sher, blanche. He points out that the prosecution made it difficult, if not 
impossible, for the defense lawyers to have timely access to the documents introduced into evidence by the 
prosecution; that "photocopies" and "transcripts" were almost invariably submitted in evidence by the 
prosecution instead of the original German documents, which in very many cases seem today to have 
disappeared; that the defendants rarely were able to confront their accusers, since "affidavits" from witnesses 
who had been deposed months or even weeks before sufficed; etc., etc., etc. 
The author touches on many other aspects of the Holocaust legend, from the feasibility of homicidal gassing 
with Zyklon-B to the ease with which atrocity photos can be faked (just supply the right caption!) to the Allied 
prosecutors' propensity for introducing page after page of irrelevant evidence (Porter reproduces several 
cartoons from Julius Streicher's anti-Jewish Der Giftpilz [The Toadstool] which found their way into the 
"Nuremberg record"). 

Made in Russia: The Holocaust is vulnerable to several minor criticisms. The many photographs which appear 
in Porter's book might have been better reproduced. Lawyers may cavil at a few of his interpretations, and 
doubtless other Revisionist researchers will find bones to pick here and there in some of his assertions on 
Zyklon, gas chambers, etc. 

On balance, however, Made in Russia: The Holocaust is a book with something of value for every reader with 
an interest in Revisionism. Porter, a professional translator and businessman, writes with a mordant irony (the 
sillier Exterminationists may find a treasure trove of new atrocities to bewail here) and an admirable concision: 
Made in Russia can be gotten through in an hour and a half. After reading it, Revisionists will no longer be in 



the least awed by the Nuremberg trial volumes, and it is to be hoped that Porter's book will stimulate them to 
consult this dubious "record" for themselves. 

Source: Reprinted from The Journal of Historical Review, vol. 9, no. 1, pp. 89-92. 
Published with permisson of and courtesy to the Institut for Historical Review (IHR). 
Domestic subscriptions $40 per year; foreign subscriptions $50 per year. 
For the current IHR catalog, with a complete listing of books and audio and video tapes, send one dollar to: 
HYPERLINK "http://ihr.org/" 
Institute For Historical Review 
Post Office Box 2739 
Newport Beach, California 92659 
email: 

ihr@ihr.org 
www.ihr.org 
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INTRODUCTION

War crimes trials are characterized by the assumption that rules of evidence are a technicality designed to 
enable the guilty to evade punishment. In fact, however, their purpose is to protect tribunals from errors in 
judgement. 

Centuries ago, it was common to prosecute women for performing sexual acts with the Devil. These acts were 
described in minute detail in thousands of trials, in millions of pages of sworn testimony. It was established, for 
example, that Satan's ejaculatory fluid is cold. 

Thousands of women stood fast in their confessions to the very foot of the stake, proving the truth of the matter 
stated; others recanted, proving the contumacy of the Tempter. 

Thousands of men were burned for signing a Compact with the Prince of Darkness. This was a written contract, 
binding on both parties, the exact text of which was known to jurists for centuries; yet the original document 
was never found. Secondary evidence was accepted as to its existence and content.

Satan's existence was proven by his many appearances in the form of a cat or a goat; his failure to fulfil his 
contractual obligatians was seen as a simple breach of faith.

Scientific experiments were performed. Women known to have participated in the Black Mass were found not 
to have left their beds during the night, proving that transportation is spiritual, rather than physical.

Professional witnesses denounced thousands of people; defendants were condemned on the basis of ex parte 
affidavits signed by unknown persons; hallucinations and dreams were introduced into evidence in sworn 
statements. 

Persons defending the accused could only be motivated by secret sympathy with Satan's conspiracy or Common 
Plan. 

Respected people entered prison defiant, confident that God would prove them innocent; only to emerge a 
month later, prepared to confess publicly and be burned alive for kissing the anus of a goat. 

Slimilar procedures and rules of evidence were used after the last war to convict Germans of killing millions of 
Jews in a toxicologically absurd manner, using an insecticide requiring 24 hours to kill moths. 

It is characteristic of modern thought that man is held to be progressing in some manner, a concept which was 
foreign to the medieval world. 
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MADE IN RUSSIA THE HOLOCAU$T

Part I
As a "proven fact" protected by special laws not applicable to other "proven facts", the Holoco$t must be 
considered as something of an endangered species 

All one needs to endanger the species a bit further.......... or perhaps even drive it into extinction..... is to get the 
Nuremberg Trial transcript and read some of it. 

If Germans gassed millions of Jews, did they also........... 

1.  Steam people to death like lobsters in 10 steam chambers at Treblinka
2.  Zap them to death with mass electrical shocks
3.  Blast them into the twilight zone with atomic bombs
4.  Beat people to death, then carry out autopsies to see why they died
5.  Force people to climb trees, then cut the trees down
6.  Kill 840,000 Russian Pows at Sachsenhausen, and burn the bodies in 4 portable ovens
7.  Bash people's brains in with a pedal-driven brain-bashing machine while listening to the radio, then 

burn the bodies in 4 portable ovens
8.  Torture and execute people in time to music at the Yanov camp in Russia -- shoot every member of the 

orchestra
9.  Grind the bones of millions of people in portable bone-grinding machines

10.  Grind the bones of 200 bodies [¾ ton] at one time as described in photographs and documents which 
have disappeared -- study bone grinding in special 10-day crash-course seminars

11.  Whup people with special spanking machines
12.  (Note that photographs of German leaders, concentration camps, etc., are in full supply, but that photos 

of bone grinders, portable ovens, etc., have all disappeared)
13.  Make lampshades of human skin
14.  Cut people's heads off and then shrink them -- make pocketbooks and driving gloves for SS officers out 

of human skin
15.  Paint pornographic pictures on canvasses made of human skin
16.  Bind books in human skin
17.  Make saddles, riding breeches, gloves, house slippers, and ladies handbags out of human skin
18.  Drive Jews to cannibalism in all those freight cars
19.  More "scientific experiments" -- another ridiculous accusation -- another bizarre hallucination -- 

another example of German efficiency
20.  Torture people in specially mass-produced "torture boxes" made by Krupp
21.  Kill people for sleeping in their underwear -- kill people for wearing dirty underwear -- wear underwear 



stolen from gassed persons -- (didn't they have any underwear in Germany?) -- kill people for having 
armpit hair -- stuff chairs with human hair -- (an objection from defendant Göring) -- make socks out of 
human hair -- (actually, the correct translation should be hair-yarn "booties" for U-boat crews) -- 
(commentary) -- collect seven tons of hair for human sock making -- collect 293 hair bales (net weight 
seven thousand kilograms) at Auschwitz for mattress stuffing and making hair socks -- gas them to 
death, then destroy the bodies with quicklime at Auschwitz

22.  Use human ashes for repairing the roads -- mix human ashes with manure and sell it
23.  Burn human bodies using human fat for fuel -- burn human bodies using no fuel at all after removing 

them from the gas chambers without wearing gas masks -- burn 80,000 bodies in 2 old ovens
24.  Burn human bodies in holes dug in a swampy plain which is frozen in January where it rains and snows 

constantly and there is mud everywhere -- what did they do when it was raining?
25.  Kill people with poisoned soft drinks -- shoot 135,000 people in Smolensk and bury them Katyn-style -- 

shoot 200,000 people in the Lisenitz forest -- using the same methods of concealment they used at 
Katyn
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MADE IN RUSSIA THE HOLOCAU$T

Part II
As a "proven fact" protected by special laws not applicable to other "proven facts", the
Holoco$t must be considered as something of an endangered species

All one needs to endanger the species a bit further.......... or perhaps even drive it into
extinction..... is to get the Nuremberg Trial transcript and read some of it.

If Germans gassed millions of Jews, did they also...........

Shoot the Polish officers at Katyn -- (this document describes how "confessions" are
obtained in Communist show trials, but says that the Germans did it) -- (Here we have the
cynical Nazis chuckling about howthey will exterminate the Poles at Katyn) -- (The
Americans had an English translation of this at trials, so why did they translate it into
German for the documetn volumes?) -- Frame the Russians for Katyn -- Torture
"witnesses" into signing statements written by Gestapo interrogators and "interpreters" to
frame the Russians for Katyn -- Torture "witnesses" into testifying falsely before
international delegations to frame the Russians for Katyn -- Torture "witnessess" into
signing "statements" written in foreign languages to frame the Russians for Katyn --
Torture "witnesses" into signing "statements" they were not allowed to read -- Torture
"witnesses" into raising their right arm and swearing falsely under oath to frame the
Russians for Katyn -- Dig up the bodies at Katyn and put false documents in their pockets
to make it look like the Russians did it, then bury them again -- (Here are the 500 Russian
labourers rummaging through the pockets of 11,000 corpses) -- Transport thousands of
bodies from mass graves all over Poland and bury them at Katyn to frame the Russians
for Katyn -- Here we have stinking bodies fallling out of the trucks and flopping all over
the road on the way to Katyn... Now comes 13 pages of "forensic evidence" "quoted" in
the "report" written by the prosecutor: the only forensic evidence at trial

1.  

Boil the fat from 40 male and female human bodies for 3 - 7 days to get 25 kilos of soap
-- (every one of the documents and exhibits mentioned has disappeared) -- with one
exception, every one of the "human soap" documents has disappeared... the "confession"
of "human soap maker" Sigmund Mazur (spelled 3 different ways) has disappeared... the
human soap samples have disappeared; the tanned human skin sampes have

2.  



disappeared... The "human soap recipe" does not contain the word "human"... that has
been added by the translator"... With a turn of a page 86 documents having "probative
value", including 3 "human soap" documents, have disappeared, yet the charges were
upheld...

Reading the indictment, one is struck by the dramatic nature of Soviet atrocity charges...
All these charges were to be "proven true" after a lengthy "trial" involving "evidence"...
and yet the only "evidence" involved turns out to be "reports" which the Russians have
written themselves.  The "proof" of the five-pointed star cut or burnt into people's bodies
turns out to be just another Soviet "report" which has disappeared... The "proof of the
mass-shootings at Baba-Yar turns out to be just another Soviet "report" which has
disappeared... Don't bother trying to find these documents in the document volumes
because they are just not there.. Every document not marked with an asterisk has simply
disappeared. The impossibly ridiculous "gas vans" were mentioned for the first time in a
Soviet document which has disappeared... This Soviet "report" is our principal source of
"information" on Auschwitz and has been widely plagiarized... Everthing happens first in
Russia.

3.  

While hundreds of documents deemed to have "probative value" have disappeared....
hundreds of photos which prove nothing are there to be examined by anone --
(Correction: the portable-oven-portable-bone-grinder-portable-brain-bashing
machines-human-soap confessions are available from the National Archives. We will
obtain there documents and publish them.) (Correction again: we will obtain photocopies
of negative photostats of "true copies".) -- Note that half the sign is in English and says,
"Protect yourselves from Jewish atrocity propaganda". -- More "evidence" that proves
nothing... cartoons from "Der Stürmer" -- "Don't Trust a Fox Whatever You Do, Nor Yet
the Oath of Any Jew" -- A "baptized Jew" eating "baptized meat" on Friday -- A Jewish
butcher -- "Jews not Wanted"... Jews are Our Misfortune"... The Jewish lecher... The
Jewish doctor.

4.  

This is from the Judgement. Note the references to "statements" made by Gräbe and Höss
-- The documents are never photographically reproduced so that we can see what they
look like... instead they are transcribed with microscopic German abbreviations such as
"BeglVm" which means "certificate of authenticity" or "BeglPhot" which means
"certified photocopy". Do you suppose they have anything to hide? -- Since when is a
document like this proof of anything under U.S. law? -- Under U.S. law, none of these
"affidavits", "reports", and "confessions" would even be admissible. -- No one can be
convicted of murder under U.S. law on the basis of an "affidavit" such as this one.--  The
Nuremberg Trial was a return to the Inquisitional procedures of the Middle Ages.

5.  

None of these people ever appeared in court, yet Gräbe has been "quoted" for 50 years as
a Hoaxoco$t "witness". -- Gräbe was supposedly working for the US Army, but nobody
ever brought him to court - only his "affidavit". -- The "confession" of Rudolf Höss was

6.  



written entirely in English and partially hand-written by a US Army officer -- without any
interpreter, stenographer, lawyer, or witness. -- This is a toxicological impossibility. Note
the reference to 10 "gas chambers" at Treblinka. -- 1911 Encyclopaedia Britannica,
"Prussic Acid" (Also, "WOLZEK" never existed).  -- Note the statement "I understand
English as it is written above"... whose handwriting is this? -- Note that the English is
letter-perfect but the US Army officer has mis-spelled his own name (italics indicate
signatures) -- Direct examination of Wisliceny showing correct spelling of Brookhart's
name. Did Höss really sign his name the American way_ If Brookhart spoke German,
why is the Hoss confession in English? Why are the names mis-spelled? -- THERE IS
NO PROOF OF ANY HOAXOCO$T. Instead of proof, what we get is a mixture of the
following techniques: -- 

The "Poison Mushroom" -- another series of Streicher cartoons. -- "He has just been
baptized and isn't a Jew anymore" -- Jewish nose studies in the classroom -- "Who Fights
the Jews, Contends With the Devil" -- What these cartoons are supposed to prove -- is
that Streicher "influenced" the German people into "gassing" Six Million Jews. --
Streicher spent 11 months on trial at Nuremberg and was permitted to testify quite freely
-- an excerpt from Streicher's testimony -- while Rudolf Höss was hustled in and out of
court in half of one morning session and disappeared forever. Höss was nver tried in any
non-Communist country. Höss was a "defence witness" called by Kaltenbrunner's
court-appointed "defence lawyer".

7.  

Fifteen days earlier Höss had no knowledge of English whatsoever... -- Here he signed an
affidavit which had to be translated into German for him... (note the correct German
spelling of Höss's name) -- which seems to have been done only if the deponent didn't
understand English. -- In many cases there is no real proof that these men even knew
what they were signing. --Another example of the endless linguistic permutations typical
of all Nuremberg "evidence"... -- In this case a Frenchman makes a handwritten statement
in English making German-style mistakes, then translates it for the co-signer, another
Frenchman. -- Since they were both French and both signed, why didn't they write it in
French?

8.  
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MADE IN RUSSIA THE HOLOCAU$T

Part III
As a "proven fact" protected by special laws not applicable to other "proven facts", the
Holoco$t must be considered as something of an endangered species

All one needs to endanger the species a bit further.......... or perhaps even drive it into
extinction..... is to get the Nuremberg Trial transcript and read some of it.

In December 1946 there were no "gas chambers" at Treblink... only "steam chambers". --
By February 1946 this had all been forgotten and there were always10 "gas chambers" at
Treblinka.

1.  

Anyone who purports to be a survivor is automatically believed.... -- Any accusation is
automatically believed... -- Every atrocity commited by the Russians or other Allies is
parodied in some accusation against the Germans. In this case it is mass rape... -- Food
confiscation Kulak-style... -- Here it is Soviet persecution of religion... -- (Notice that he
says he took an oath to take the truth all his life in 1917) -- Since one reason the Russians
are believed guilty for Katyn is because small trees grew over the graves, the Germans
are constantly accused of planting them. -- Almost every Holocaust witness claimed to
have worked as a "interpreter" or in an "office" or "laboratory". -- (He was an interpreter
and photographer at Mauthausen) -- (She was an office worker at Auschwitz, that's why
she survived.)

2.  

Anyone who does a bit of research can find dozens of photographs of healthy, well-fed
inmates from any German concentration camp. -- Everyone has seen pictures like this...--
while photographs like this one have simply been ignored by the mass media. -- These
pictures were taken after the liberation of Ebensee (Mauthausen) on May 6, 1945. -- This
picture shows the same people posing in the backround with some "living skeletons". --
A close up. --Note three wrist watches, sprinkler system, and swimming pool. A close up
of the high-dive. -- These people have just returned from being "umgesiedelt"
(euphemism for extermination)... -- More exterminated people. -- A Dachau inmate. --
Healthy inmates leaving Buchenwald... -- Buchenwald inmates on April 14, 1945. The
man with the glasses lost weight after his release. -- If the "living skeletons" were not in
fact the victims of epidemic disease, then why was it necessary to burn down
Bergen-Belsen? -- Typical midget-sized (non-portable) oven, Dachau.

3.  



Legally, Nuremberg was a fiasco. Witnesses were interrogated under the laws of the
Soviet Union... -- Judicial notice was taken of the findings of Soviet courts... --
Documents or exhibits were introduced into evidence under the laws of Communist
countries... The defendants were not allowed to question the credibility of any
prosecution witness at any time... -- Any "report" written by the prosecutor was
considered "proof" of the defendants' guilt and was not considered subject to argument...
-- Any groundless assertion made by the prosecution was considered "proven" unless the
defendants could disprove it... -- Effective cross-examination was simply not allowed. --
The defendants were not allowed to take the stand to contradict the prosecution
witnesses...

4.  

Testimony was curtailed whenever it was feared someone might contradict a favourite
prosecution witness... -- Defence attorneys were reprimand for "confusing" the witnesses
on cross-examination... -- Defence attorneys were not given copies of documents
introduced into evidence by the prosecution by the prosecution... -- Newspapermen were
given 250 copies of every document, but the defence were not even given one each.--
Defence attorneys were given piles of documents every morning which were all out of
order... -- Defence attorneys were not advised as to the order of proceedings... -- The
Jack-in-the-Box Witness Technique. -- They were given virtually all of their documents
in English translation instead of the German original... Or they were given 2 copies of a
document for 25 lawyers at 10:30 A.M., when trial started at 10... Defence attorneys were
snowed under with documents which they were not given time to read... -- Defendants
were expected to comment on documents which they were not given time to read... --
(The transcript is full of promises to quit cheating, but the abuses continued)...

5.  

More examples of flagrant prosecutorial bad faith. -- Defence attorneys werer given
documents when it was weeks too late to be any good to them... -- Defence attorneys had
no way of knowing what was even in the document book; what kind of "trial" is this? --
The "true and correct copies" were not the same as the originals... -- The prosecutors did
not know which document was original and which was the copy... -- Page numbers were
incorrectly translated... -- of course, it was all in different languages so the page numbers
could not be the same anyway; endless confusion.

6.  

Endless confusion over documents... -- and translations... -- yet objections were
considered "improper"... -- How can such a "trial" be said to have "proven" anything? --
Documents were introduced into evidence which were known to be false... -- "German"
documents were written by foreigners... -- Another "German" document forged in
Yugoslavia...

7.  

"Confessions" and "statements" were presented ready made for signature or else... --
(Was this the only case or was this the tip of the iceberg? -- Another "voluntary
statement". -- "Witnesses" were allowed to read their "testimony" off scraps of paper.. --
The "witnesses" were allowed to repeat any kind of hearsay and rumour; the prosecutors

8.  



were allowed to lead the witnesses in any manner they like... -- here the "witness" says "I
personally wasn't a witness" and the prosecutor says "Never mind"... -- here we learn that
concentration camp inmates have extrasensory perception.

311,982 notarized defence affidavits were never translated and have been forgotten.9.  

The typical piece of Holocaust "evidence" consists of a Communist "report" originally
written in Russian. -- Over half of the Soviet documents are "photocopies" of German
documents which have been "certified genuine" by the Russians. -- Another photocopy
certified genuine by the Soviet War Crimes Commission... -- A certified photocopy of a
mimeographed document which the Russians say is genuine... -- More Communist
"evidence"... -- More Russian "evidence"...

10.  

One affidavit from an army officer or political commissar was enough to certify any
document as genuine at any time... -- the affidavit or certificate simply states where the
document was "found", and that it is "genuine". -- All PS documents, are covered by one
affidavit sworn by Major Coogan on Nov. 22, 1945. -- Documents which have been
"found" are not individually "certified" "genuine". ONE affidavit makes them ALL
genuine and that is that. -- "Copies" were prepared on a mimeograph, so the only thing
appearing on the "copy" was what they typed onto the stencil. -- "The man without a
signature".

11.  
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MADE IN RUSSIA THE HOLOCAU$T

Part IV
As a "proven fact" protected by special laws not applicable to other "proven facts", the
Holoco$t must be considered as something of an endangered species

All one needs to endanger the species a bit further.......... or perhaps even drive it into
extinction..... is to get the Nuremberg Trial transcript and read some of it.

These are "captured" "original" "certified genuine" "German" photographs. The Russian
stamps mean that they have been "certified genuine" by the Soviet War Crimes
Commission. The captions of these genuine German photos have been translated from the
original Russian. -- The Russian rubber-stamp "certificate of authenticity" is usually
edited out of this photo whenit appears in anthologies. -- One of the greatest film
producers of the 20th century was a Russian, Sergei Eisenstein. -- Eisenstein produced
his 1st film (Strike) in 1924. -- Eisenstein visited Hollywood in 1930, returned to Russia
and taught in the State Institute of Cinematography (Same woman as in photo -3- but
with white wig). -- His films include Potemkin (1925)... 10 Days That Shook the World
(1928)... Alexander Nevsky (1938), with its bold sweep of 13th century battles... Ivan the
Terrible (1944), another nationalistic subject... and "documentary films" for the war
effort during WWII. -- The Russians had hundreds of concentration camps with their own
epidemics, famines and atrocities. Also availabe were props, sets, extras, and costumes. --
"Documentary proof" that the Nazis castrated people".

1.  

More "evidence" from Hollywood. -- Is this real, or did they borrow it from a late-night
movie? -- This is a crude photomontage. Just look at the "torso" or the soles of teh feet or
the leg floating in the air at the top, or the long-distance torso at the right, which first
appears to be a vague shape. The perspective also appears to be wrong. In this picture
truly everything is a botch. -- The pictures of the Warsaw uprising bear a PS document
number and are theoretically covered by the one affidavit of Major Coogan of the US
Army sown on November 2, 1945; BUT -- ... the fact that a document bears a PS number
does not guarantee that it is not Russian in origin (see footnote). -- The soldier pointing
the weapon at the child appears to be the same as the soldier with the sadistic smile in the
next picture, possibly indicating they were shooting with a small cast.

2.  

In a real trial it might be questioned whether the "probative value" of such photographs is3.  



not exceeded by their "prejudicial nature". -- Without the captions the evidence proves
nothing... -- so that all that is required is a good caption writer. -- Horror-video
"evidence" from Yugoslavia.

Speer describes Mauthausen -- Another witness describes Dachau... -- Konrad Morgen
describes Buchenwald and Dachau. -- Morgen was the SS judge who shot Koch for
making human lampshades... -- Morgen lied himself blue in the face on other matters, so
we are free to disregard all of his testimony.

4.  

Scientifically the Holocaust is a farce. The prosecutors admitted that they lacked the
technical expertise to judge the evidence... -- so they told the witnesses not to get too
technical (!) -- Since victims of cyanide poisoning become unconscious and do not all die
in the same period of time if at all, the "peepholes" would not have been much help... --
Cyanide is lighter than air and Zyklon cannot flow through pipes (At the Dachau Trial,
this gas chamber didn't exist). -- ... an early "gassing" yarn with a "gas reservoir" instead
of Zyklon. -- Here it says that the gas chamber was made out of wood. Cyanide gas can
penetrate wooden walls... -- Here are 2000 people flopping down unconscious in the
death chamber... -- Here are the SS men looking through a "peephole" at thousands of
unconscious people... -- Here is Hoess/Broorkhar(d)t listening outside the door to
thousands of unconscious people ("we knew when the people were dead because their
screaming stopped")... -- Here are the SS men burning millions of bodies in holes dug in
a swamp... -- What did they do when it was raining?

5.  

These are the "funeral urns" which were filled with human ashes and then smashed, so
that "every trace was wiped out" (IMT XXXIII 232) -- Note the small size of the ovens.
An oven like this could probably burn 8 - 12 bodies per 24 hours using coal for fuel, or
up to 16 using oil. -- Millions of bodies cannot be crudely cremated without leaving huge
quantities of evidence. To burn a human body using wood can require up to 40 hours; in a
crematory oven, at least 1 - 2 hours depending on the fuel. The ash, assuming complete
combustion, weighs 5 - 9 pounds. -- The "crematory oven letters" turn out to be certified
photocopies which the Russians forgot to bring to court... -- but the dimensions are only
18 x 24 inches. -- When we see factory smoke we know it is a crematorium... The
crematory processes described are impossible... The chemical reactions described are
wrong and all contradict each other...

6.  

To accuse the Germans of killing millions of people with carbon monoxide generated by
a Diesel motor... -- is so stupid that it is not worth discussing... -- A description of WWI
gas chamber experiments. During WWI they were scientific, but 25 years later they
"improvised" with Diesel engines and bug bombs... -- Hundreds of pages are dedicated to
"animal heat" medical experiments. Are we supposed to believe the Germans intended to
carry prostitutes around on their air-sea rescue operations? -- Typhus is an epidemic
disease of prison camps spread by flea- or lice infested clothing. The clothing must be
removed and sterilized. -- Delirium is a symptom of typhus.

7.  



Holocaust accusations fall into three categories: the impossibly ridiculous, the
ridiculously impossible, and the hopelessly insane...

8.  
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APPENDIX I; TRANSLATION OF USSR-197,

STATEMENT OF "HUMAN SOAP" MAKER SIGMUND MAZUR.

The document is in Russian, and is a "certified true copy" on which the signature is typewritten. That is, where the word
"signature" appears in the translation there is no signature on the document: only the type-written word "signature."

Sigmund, his signature, his statement and his soap may have gone to a better world, but their memory survives in this
document. The "human soap" accusation is particularly important because it was upheld in the judgement at Nuremberg
on the same page (IMT I-252) as gassing millions of Jews and cutting their hair off to make human hair mattresses.

We have not reproduced the "original document" because it is almost illegible. ( Graphics of Document USSR-197)
("Human-soap confession" )(6 pages)

As a "certified photocopy" of a negative photostat of a "true copy" of an original which was never produced, it is a typical
Holoco$t "document".

http://www.cwporter.com/gussr197.htm
http://www.cwporter.com/gussr197.htm
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